
TENT TRANSPORT 
 

The Tent Transport volunteers are responsible for picking up the tents and supply bins from the Bella 

Mar shed the day before an away meet and transporting them to the meet the next day. This requires a 

large vehicle.  Tent Transport volunteers also assist the Meet Set Up/Take Down volunteers with tent 

assembly. After the meet, the Tent Transport volunteers assist the Meet Set Up/Take Down volunteers 

with taking down the tents, and then transport the tents and supply bins back to the Bella Mar shed.    

PRIOR TO MEET: 

 

The Equipment Manager will coordinate a time with the Tent Transport volunteers to meet at the Bella 

Mar shed to transfer the tents and supply bins to the Tent Transport volunteers’ vehicles. 

 

Watch the following video to review the proper tent set up and take down techniques: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JVqjnwF4L0&feature=youtu.be 

AWAY MEETS ONLY: 

 

1. Transport the tents and supply bins to the away meet. Arrive no later than the time designated by 

the Equipment Manager. 

2. Assist the Meet Set Up/Take Down volunteers with taking the tents and supply bins to their proper 

locations on the pool grounds. 

3. Assist the Meet Set Up/Take Down volunteers with tent set up. 

 

Setting Up Swimmer Tents 

Each tent requires four people simultaneously working together to set up. Two teams of four people 

each will be assigned to set up the swimmer tents. You should have already reviewed the video 

above of the proper swimmer tent set up and take down techniques. 

 

 Set up the swimmer tents as instructed in the video. NOTE: Please be sure to open the tents 

with four people working simultaneously to avoid damaging the delicate poles. 

 Lay down a blue tarp under each tent and secure it underneath the tent posts. 

 Secure the tent by placing a weight around two of each tent’s posts. 

 

4. After the meet is over, assist the Meet Set Up/Take Down volunteers with taking down the tents. 

 

Taking Down Swimmer Tents 

Each tent requires four people simultaneously working together to take down. Two teams of four 

people each will be assigned to take down the swimmer tents (refer again to the video above). 

 

 Remove the weights and place them in the weight bins. 

 Take down the swimmer tents as instructed in the video. NOTE: Please be sure to close the tents 

with four people working simultaneously to avoid damaging the delicate poles. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JVqjnwF4L0&feature=youtu.be


 Remove any remaining trash from the swimmer area. Deliver any remaining clothing, swim caps, 

bags, goggles or towels to the Lost & Found bin. Give any items of value to the Equipment 

Manager. 

 Neatly fold up the tarps as small as possible and place in the tarp bins. 

 

5. Return the swimmer tents, weight bins and tarp bins to the Tent Transport volunteers’ cars. The 

Meet Set Up/Take Down volunteers will assist you. 

 

6. Transport the tents and supply bins back to the Bella Mar shed. The Equipment Manager will meet 

you at the shed. 

 

 


